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Abstract—This paper presents a second-order voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO)-based front-end for the direct digitization of
biopotential signals. This work addresses the non-linearity of
VCO-based ADC architectures with a mismatch resilient, multi-
phase quantizer, a gated-inverted-ring oscillator (GIRO), achieving
>110-dB SFDR. Leveraging the time-domain encoding of the first
integrator, the ADC’s power is dynamically scaled with the input
amplitude enabling up to 35% power savings in the absence of
motion artifacts or interference. An auxiliary input-impedance
booster increases the ADC’s input impedance to 50 MΩ across
the entire bandwidth. Fabricated in a 65-nm CMOS process, this
ADC achieves 92.3-dB SNDR in a 1 kHz BW while consuming 5.8
µW for a 174.7 dB Schreier FoM.

Index Terms—VCO-based ADC, direct-digitization, high input
impedance, ECG, ExG, biopotential.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the rise of the Internet-of-things (IoT), there
has been mounting interest in wearable devices for

long-term, continuous health and wellness monitoring [1]–[5].
However, there are many challenges in acquiring high-fidelity,
clinical-grade physiological data from a person outside a sta-
tionary, controlled environment like a hospital or clinic. For
example, a wearable device must tolerate motion artifacts and
power line interference (e.g., 50/60 Hz) while having ultra-low
power consumption to ensure high-quality measurements over
an extended period on a single charge.

Electrocardiography (ECG), electroencephalography (EEG),
and electromyography (EMG) are examples of biopotential
recording applications. The signals recorded from these are
collectively referred to as ExG signals [6], [7]. When recorded
using non-invasive electrodes, ExG signals have amplitudes
between a few µVs and 10 s of mV over a 1 kHz bandwidth (BW),
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Fig. 1. ExG signal acquisition systems.

thus requiring an input-referred noise <5 µVrms. The electrodes
also introduce up to 100 mV dc offset. The electrode impedance
depends on the electrode material, area, and presence/absence
of a conductive gel. Several studies have characterized the
impedance of different electrodes and shown that the resistivity
in sub-kHz frequencies ranges from ∼1 to 100 kΩ/cm2 [8], [9].
This results in electrodes with an impedance between 10 kΩ
and 5 MΩ, requiring a front-end with high input impedance to
not attenuate the signal. More challenging, motion artifacts can
induce large in-band signals (common-mode and differential),
requiring >200 mV input range [10]. Thus, an ExG analog
front-end (AFE) for wearable applications requires a dynamic
range (DR) >90 dB to digitize the ExG signal in the presence
of electrode offset and motion artifacts without saturation. Im-
portantly, most motion artifact removal algorithms operate on
the assumption that the acquired signal is a linear combination
of the artifact and ExG signal [11], [12], thus imposing a strict
linearity requirement.

A conventional AFE for biopotential acquisition is illustrated
in Fig. 1. It is composed of a programmable gain amplifier
(PGA) that amplifies and filters the ExG signal before digiti-
zation while also providing high input impedance (>10 MΩ).
This structure works well for stationary recording, but motion
artifacts can cause saturation and/or distortion due to the PGA’s
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Fig. 2. Direct digitization VCO-based sensor front-end architectures: (a) Open-loop with digital linearity correction, (b) Closed-loop ac-coupled, (c) Hybrid
dc-coupled, (d) DPCM-based, and (e) Proposed 2nd-order multi-phase quantizer.

limited DR and linearity. As such, there has been increasing
effort toward removing the PGA and directly digitizing the signal
[1], [13]–[20], as shown in Fig. 1.

Continuous-time (CT) delta-sigma modulators (DSM) are one
candidate to replace the classic PGA and ADC front-end as they
have intrinsic anti-aliasing, can achieve high DR, and can be
designed to have high input impedance [1], [15], [16], [21].
Several designs have achieved the necessary DR for wearable
applications [1], [14], [17]; however, they typically do not have
sufficient linearity, complicating downstream signal processing
and analysis. Conventionally, CT-DSMs are designed using
amplifiers and comparators processing the signal in the voltage
domain. While this can achieve excellent performance [21], [22],
designing these analog-heavy implementations is complicated
with technology scaling, which reduces the supply voltage and
intrinsic gain [23]. A key element to achieving high DR and lin-
earity with a DSM relies on multi-bit internal quantizers, which
require a mismatch shaping technique to remove mismatch-
induced non-linearities in the feedback path, adding delay and
power. Due to these drawbacks, there has been growing interest
in using time-domain CT-DSMs with phase-domain integration
through the use of voltage-controlled oscillators (VCO). By
processing the signal in the time/phase-domain, VCO-based
ADCs do not suffer as much from the supply voltage reduction
and benefit from the shorter transition times associated with ad-
vanced process nodes. Furthermore, in some implementations,
the circular nature of the ring oscillator can be leveraged to
provide intrinsic data weighted averaging (DWA) [9], [13].

This paper reports an ExG front-end that achieves both high
DR (>90 dB) and SFDR (>110 dB) in a 1 kHz BW with a
400 mVpp input range. This is accomplished using a single-loop,
2nd-order VCO-based ADC that incorporates a novel multi-
phase, multi-quantizer noise-shaped time-to-digital converter
(TDC) to achieve high DR and SNDR in a power-efficient
fashion. Auxiliary input impedance boosters provide a high input
impedance [10]. The time-domain operation also allows for
dynamic power scaling through the amplitude-dependent duty
cycling of the ADC’s second integrator and quantizer, leading

to ∼35% power savings in the absence of artifacts. This paper
extends the work presented in [25].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II re-
views prior-art in VCO-based ADCs for direct digitization. The
system architecture and the proposed quantizer are discussed in
Section III. Section IV describes the circuit implementation, and
Section V presents measurement results. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section V.

II. VCO-BASED ADC PRIOR-ART

VCO-based ADCs have become a popular alternative to
standard voltage-based continuous-time ADC as they process
the information in the time domain, benefiting from process
scaling. While much of the research in VCO-based ADCs has
been for high-speed applications with bandwidths >10 MHz
[26]–[30], VCO-based ADCs also offer significant advantages
for sensor applications with kHz bandwidths [31]. This is
exemplified by the growing number of sensor-focused, VCO-
based ADCs that have been reported in the literature [15], [16],
[20], [24], [32]. However, VCO-based ADCs rely on an intrinsi-
cally non-linear voltage-to-frequency conversion, limiting their
linearity to<50 dB in open-loop without linearity compensation
techniques [26].

Several techniques have been reported to address this linearity
limitation and are illustrated in Fig. 2. In [15], Jiang et al.
proposed using an open-loop VCO and linearizing it with digital
non-linearity correction [Fig. 2(a)]. While this non-linearity cor-
rection algorithm increases the SFDR to ∼80 dB, the input am-
plitude is limited to 100 mVpp. To further improve the system’s
linearity and increase the input range, a closed-loop architecture
was reported in [16]. As shown in Fig. 2(b), this design achieved
90 dB SFDR, but the input range was still only 100 mVpp, and
the 1st-order noise shaping required a high oversampling ratio
(OSR) and thus a high chopping frequency leading to a low
input impedance (220 kΩ). In [24], a dc-coupled architecture
combines a Gm-C integrator with a VCO-based quantizer, as
shown in Fig. 2(c). The dc-coupled architecture ensures a high
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Fig. 3. (a) Simplified single-ended ADC diagram and node waveforms.
(b) ADC’s block diagram.

input impedance, but it comes at the cost of sensitivity to input
common-mode and an analog-heavy first-stage. A differential
pulse-code modulation (DPCM)-based predictor is used in [18]
to maintain 1st-order quantization noise shaping while allowing
for second-order shaping of the input, as shown in Fig. 2(d).
However, this requires a large 9-bit capacitive DAC (CDAC)
with a large input capacitance, resulting in low input impedance.

III. ARCHITECTURE

A. Basic Operation

We propose a single-loop, 2nd-order VCO-based ADC that
leverages a novel multi-phase, multi-quantizer noise-shaped
TDC second stage to achieve high DR and SNDR in a power-
efficient fashion [Fig. 2(e)]. The approach is combined with an
auxiliary input impedance booster for high input impedance. The
proposed architecture is inspired by [33], a high-speed ADC with
2nd-order noise-shaping using only ring oscillator-based integra-
tors. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a), the ADC is composed of a Gm

stage and a current-controlled oscillator (CCO) followed by a
phase detector (PD). The PD output is quantized by a dual-mode
ring oscillator (DMRO) TDC and fed back to the input. The first
Gm-CCO acts as an integrator in the phase domain, accumulating
the difference between the input voltage and the DAC. The PD
compares the phase between two differential CCOs resulting
in a time encoding of the integration value. This time-based
encoding has two notable benefits: 1) It enables the use of a
low supply voltage after the first stage since the information is
in the pulse width, not the amplitude, and 2) The 2nd stage’s
linearity is guaranteed since a two-level signal drives it. The
noise-shaped TDC quantizes the pulse width while providing
an additional order of noise-shaping, resulting in 2nd-order
noise-shaping for the system. Feedback through a multi-bit DAC
results in low input swing at the Gm-cell input, which ensures

high linearity despite using a non-linear Gm-CCO integrator in
the 1st stage.

B. Loop Dynamics

The equivalent block diagram of the ADC is shown in
Fig. 3(b). The loop has two integrators, and therefore, its stability
must be evaluated. Since the loop contains both CT integrators
and a discrete-time (DT) differentiator, it must be converted to
one domain for analysis using the techniques described in [34].
The equivalent DT model allows the signal transfer function
(STF) and noise transfer function (NTF) to be computed as

STF (z) =
2FT 2

s

2 + (FGDACT 2
s − 2) z−1 + FGDACz−2

(1)

NTF (z) =
2
(
1− z−2

)

2 + (FGDACT 2
s − 2) z−1 + FGDACz−2

(2)

where F = 2πGmKCCOIDMROKDMRO, Gm is the input stage’s
transconductance, KCCO is the CCO’s current-to-frequency
gain, IDMRO is the current pulse driving the DMRO, KDMRO is
the DMRO’s current-to-frequency gain, GDAC is the equivalent
DAC gain, and Ts is the sampling period. The NTF confirms the
2nd-order noise-shaping behavior of the system. The loop dy-
namics were further explored and characterized in [35], and the
system was shown to be stable over a wide range of coefficients
and excess loop delay (ELD), up to an entire clock cycle. This
can be explained by the fact that despite having two integrators
in the loop, the differentiator effectively “cancels” the effect of
an integrator, thus making the system equivalent to a 1st-order
ΔΣ.

C. Implementation

The practical implementation of this architecture poses
several challenges. First, this architecture relies on pseudo-
differential encoding at the PD output, which makes it very
sensitive to mismatch and limits the linearity (SFDR < 80 dB)
in previous designs [33], [35], [36]. Second, prior-art used a
switched-ring oscillator (SRO) TDC, which offers good lin-
earity [37], but increases the power consumption, making the
system less efficient. This is evident when the 2nd integrator
consumes as much (or more) power than the 1st integrator [33],
[35], [36], which is far from ideal in a noise-limited design.
Finally, the integrator’s time-encoded output ensures intrinsic
linearity from the second stage, but it generates large tones
around the CCO frequency, fCCO, like a pulse-width modu-
lation (PWM) encoded signal. To avoid folding these PWM
tones in-band and degrading the SQNR, fCCO must be higher
than the sampling frequency, fs, and thus consumes higher
power [35].

We tackle these implementation challenges through several
innovations. The TDC quantizer is based on a novel gated-
inverted-ring oscillator (GIRO) structure that significantly im-
proves power efficiency, mismatch tolerance, and thus the
SFDR. This is coupled with a multi-phase, multi-quantizer
architecture that relaxes the power required by the first CCO and
improves the power efficiency while maintaining high linearity.
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Fig. 4. (a) Block diagram of mismatch induced non-linearity in a dual-path
TDC. (b) Simulated SFDR as a function of path mismatch.

Finally, we use a counter-based quantizer [18] instead of a
phase domain sense-amplifier DFF-based quantizer [16], allow-
ing signal-dependent power savings in the absence of motion
artifacts.

D. Mismatch Resilient GIRO-Based Quantizer

As illustrated in Fig. 3(b), the TDC is modeled as a CT inte-
grator followed by a digital differentiator, which is equivalent to
having a block with 2πKDMRO gain [37]. For correct operation,
the pulse width must be proportional to the input amplitude.
Therefore, the non-saturating range of the PD directly defines the
ADC’s input range, as an overflow would cause the loop to be un-
stable. Typically the PD is implemented using a phase-frequency
detector (PFD), which has a 2× larger non-saturating input range
than an XOR-based PD [38]. The PFD-based TDC operation is
shown in Fig. 4, where the positive or negative path is activated
depending on the signal polarity. This pseudo-differential opera-
tion leads to significant SFDR degradation with path mismatch,
despite the high loop gain. Fig. 4(b) shows the simulated linearity
where the path mismatch was varied from 0 to 5%. To achieve
>100 dB SFDR, the mismatch between the two paths must be
<0.5% and degrades rapidly, reaching 80 dB with 5% mismatch
due to even-order harmonic distortion. This SFDR degradation
also exists in prior-art dual-path DMRO TDCs, where simulation
results show >100 dB linearity while measurement results have
an SFDR <80 dB [33], [35], [36].

There are two common implementations of a DMRO noise-
shaped TDC, both based on a current-starved ring oscillator:
a gated-ring oscillator (GRO) [39] and an SRO [37]. While
a GRO has lower power and better noise performance due to
the on/off behavior, the SRO reduces the timing skew and thus
improves the linearity. The three major sources of frequency

Fig. 5. (a) GIRO and sign detection circuit with timing diagram and (b) Monte
Carlo simulation results comparing a GRO and GIRO.

mismatch in a current-starved ring oscillator are: 1) The total
node capacitance, Ctot, which is influenced by variation in
sizing and oxide capacitance; 2) The voltage swing, Vsw, due
to threshold voltage variation; and 3) Bias current, IB, variation.
To improve the path matching of a GRO, we propose the GIRO
structure shown in Fig. 5. The GIRO combines an inverted ring
oscillator-based TDC [40] and a sign-detection circuit, similar
to a digital PLL [41]. The sign detection is implemented with
an XOR gate and a DFF. The XOR takes the “absolute value,”
outputting only the pulse width, and clocks the DFF, which
samples the DWN path, thus extracting the “sign” information.
This is slightly different from [41], where the other PFD output
clocked the sign detection circuit. Clocking with the XOR gate
ensures that the SIGN bit updates at the start of the XOR pulse
instead of flipping between the start and end, as in the original
implementation. With this sign detection circuit, the two TDC
paths can be merged into a single path, and the polarity correction
is pushed to the digital domain.

The noise-shaping is maintained by using an inverted ring
oscillator structure, which merges two ring oscillators such that
the TDC oscillates in a clockwise or counter-clockwise direction
depending on the SIGN bit. This allows the nodes to share
the same capacitance and bias current, significantly improving
the matching. The path merging also reduces the leakage by
ensuring that the TDC only holds the charge during the short
time between pulses instead of between polarity flips, as required
in a dual-path GRO.

Fig. 5(b) shows Monte Carlo simulation results (n = 100)
of the frequency variation of a GRO and GIRO. For the GRO,
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Fig. 6. (a) Multi-quantizer based TDC (N = 3); (b) Time and frequency domain operation of the constructive and destructive summing.

Fig. 7. (a) SQDR vs N, (b) Power vs. N, and (c) SFDR improvement vs. N.

the mismatch is zero-mean with a 4% variance, limiting the
SFDR to ∼82 dB, per Fig. 4(b). The GIRO also has zero-mean
mismatch, but the variation is reduced to 0.6%. For similar
matching, the size of the dual-path DMRO would need to be
increased by ∼36× based on Pelgrom’s Law, which would
require significantly increasing the power consumption of the
quantizer. Thus, the GIRO structure improves the matching by
6.5× over a GRO and enables the system to achieve 100 dB
much more efficiently than the two-path approach.

E. Multi-Quantizer TDC

The 1st integrator’s output after the PFD is represented by a
PWM encoded signal at fCCO. This PWM signal contains the
result of the integration information at low frequency and high-
frequency tones around fCCO. Despite being partially filtered by
the second integrator, these high-frequency tones can fold back
in-band and degrade the SQNR [35]. To reduce this effect, the
CCO can be designed to oscillate at a frequency higher than fs
[35]; however, this has the significant drawback of increasing
the power consumption. The integrator gain, Kint, is

Kint = Gm KCCO ∝ Gm

IB
fCCO. (3)

This shows that for a target Kint, a higher fCCO reduces the
Gm-cell’s efficiency. Since the noise target sets Gm, it is critical
to minimize fCCO to minimize the integrator’s power.

In [33], a multi-phase approach was proposed to break this
tradeoff, where fCCO is virtually increased by tapping and
combining multiple phases of the ring oscillator in the current
domain. While this technique lowers fCCO, it comes at the cost
of losing the intrinsic linearity of the TDC-based quantizer. We
propose using multiple noise-shaped TDCs in parallel, which
maintains the intrinsic linearity of each channel and allows a
lower fCCO. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 6(a) using three
phases. Similar to [33], multiple out-of-phase components of
the ring oscillator are tapped, but instead of being combined in
an analog fashion using a current summer, each of the individual
channel’s SIGN bit is detected, and then the output of the XOR
gate is fed to the GIRO-based TDC. The results are then summed
digitally. We ensure that each channel only operates between
two levels by pushing this summation to the digital domain,
thus preserving the inherent linearity.

Fig. 6(b) illustrates how the digital tone cancellation works.
Each XOR output pulse contains the integration information and
high-frequency tones quantized by a separate TDC. Each TDC
output is composed of input tones scaled by 1/N, where N is
the number of channels, and folded back tones. The phase and
frequency of the input tone are matched across the channels,
while the folded tones generated by the PWM encoding are
both out-of-phase and at the same folded frequency. These
conditions enable the signal tones to add constructively during
digital summation while the folded tones add destructively. This
leads to a high SQNR and is reasonably insensitive to phase and
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Fig. 8. ADC architecture.

gain mismatch between the channels. Selecting N is a tradeoff
between area, power, and target signal-to-quantization noise and
distortion ratio (SQDR). As illustrated in Fig. 7(a) and (b), as
the number of phases increases, the SQDR increases while the
power required by the Gm-CCO decreases. However, the leakage
power of the digital cells increases, which leads to a shallow
power optimum. Balancing these tradeoffs, N = 5 was selected
for this design.

Another advantage of the multi-quantizer approach is that it
improves the linearity due to averaging by reducing the distortion
and the quantization noise, as observed in [42]. Here the multiple
TDCs act as staggered quantizers improving the SQNR and
linearity. This was simulated and is shown in Fig. 7(c), where
the matching increases with N and follows the well-known
Pelgrom’s Law [43], [44], which trades-off area (the number
of quantizers) for improved matching. For N = 5, this improves
the SFDR by 7 dB. This multi-quantizer averaging also reduces
the effect of inter-channel gain and phase mismatch. Simulations
showed no SQNR degradation occurs for gain and phase mis-
match <15%, which is easily achieved with appropriate sizing
and layout.

IV. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION

A. System Architecture

The ADC architecture is shown in Fig. 8. A 200 kHz sam-
pling frequency was selected for an OSR of 100 and a 1 kHz
BW. The loop coefficients (Gm = 18 µS, KCCO = 74 GHz/A,
KDMRO = 10 THz/V, and IDMRO = 200 nA) were selected
through extensive behavioral simulations using Simulink and
Spectre, trading off the SQNR and the loop stability. A 7-bit
DAC was selected for an SQNR >110 dB and to guarantee a
small swing at the Gm-cell input. These parameters tolerate up
to 2% delay from the digital logic and DEM without additional
compensation.

The first integrator is chopped at fs/2 (100 kHz) to reduce 1/f
noise. This chopping frequency was picked to avoid quantization

noise folding. The input capacitance is 900 fF, implemented
with a metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitor. This capacitance
forms a high-pass filter (corner frequency < 10 Hz) with the
pseudo-resistors used to bias the Gm-cell. The 7-bit CDAC
designed with custom 1.85 fF metal-oxide-metal (MOM) capac-
itors guarantees that the input swing is <15 mVpp. The MOM
capacitors were sized to achieve <0.2% matching according to
[45]. The total CDAC capacitance is 300 fF, such that the input
capacitive attenuation is 0.7. A switched-capacitor resistor is
formed by chopping before the input capacitance, significantly
reducing the input impedance (∼5 MΩ). This impedance is too
low to interface with small electrodes, which have impedances
of several MΩ. An auxiliary amplifier precharges the input
capacitance after the chopping clock, thus reducing the charge
that needs to be supplied from the electrode and increasing the in-
put impedance. The input impedance booster was implemented
similarly to [10] using buffer duty-cycling for power savings
and capacitive charge sharing for fast charging. The maximum
achievable input impedance is limited by two factors: 1) The
input impedance due to chopping the auxiliary buffer, which
is needed to eliminate its offset and 1/f noise [10]; and 2) The
duty-cycle needs to be <5% of Ts to maintain low power and
avoid SNDR degradation, which leaves 250 ns to precharge
the input capacitor. These factors limit the maximum input
impedance with auxiliary input-impedance boosting to a few
10s of MΩ in a CT-DSM-based direct-digitization architecture
[1].

B. Gm-CCO Integrator

The 1st integrator is composed of a chopped Gm and two
30-stage ring oscillators. The chopping reduces the 1/f noise such
that the system is thermal noise limited. The Gm is implemented
as a differential pair for direct current control of the CCO and to
avoid the power overhead required for common-mode feedback
and the non-linearity of a two-stage current-reuse topology [18].
It is source degenerated by a 12 kΩ tunable resistor (±10%) to
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Fig. 9. Schematic of the chopped Gm.

linearize the Gm that tunes the loop parameters while maintain-
ing a constant fCCO. The input transistors are thick-gate oxide
NMOS devices to reduce gate leakage and avoid common-mode
drift from the pseudo-resistors. As shown in Fig. 9, dead-band
switches in front of the Gm are opened for 300 ns during
chopping and convert the differential switching artifacts to a
common-mode signal. The dead-band switch pulse-width was
chosen to absorb the digital propagation delay while minimally
affecting the input-referred noise.

Each ring oscillator stage is a cross-coupled PMOS due to
its superior noise performance [36]. The loop parameters deter-
mined the sizing, and 30 stages were chosen for flexibility as
it could be easily reconfigured to work with N = 6 based on
post-layout simulations. Every 6th node of the CCO is tapped,
such that the five outputs are separated by 72°. As described
earlier, this relaxes the requirement on fCCO such that it can be
reduced to 120 kHz.

C. GIRO Quantizer

Each TDC channel has a PFD, a sign detector, and a GIRO.
The PFD is implemented using the well-known NAND structure.
The UP and DOWN outputs are fed to the XOR gate and the
DFF. The XOR is designed so that the propagation delay is
long enough to allow the DFF to settle and avoid settling errors.
While this could cause incorrect polarity extraction, this can
only happen if the UP and DOWN pulses are extremely close to
each other, which is a negligible error as it means the signal is
extremely close to a polarity flip. An additional cross-coupled
delay chain is added between the XOR and the GIRO input to
generate differential signals and ensure a 2 ns delay between
the polarity flipping and the first GIRO edge. This delay allows
settling of the counters across process variation and corners. The
delay chain output controls the GIRO behavior through digital
muxes, as shown in Fig. 10.

Each stage of the GIRO is implemented using single-ended,
thick-oxide inverters to reduce leakage. They are laid out in a
common-centroid fashion to improve the matching between the
two paths. The inverter switches are minimum-sized transistors

Fig. 10. Schematic of the GIRO.

Fig. 11. Die photo.

to reduce charge injection and leakage. The bias current genera-
tion is shared among all channels, and each independent current
source is gate switched. A large MIM capacitor enables quick
charge sharing for rapid turn on/off and reduces skew. Due to
the shared bias and the low current reference (200 nA), the large
switches’ leakage can modulate the current source’s bias voltage,
leading to non-linearity. A low-leakage switch structure was
used to ensure that this effect is limited and does not degrade the
linearity [46], as illustrated in Fig. 10. The buffer only consumes
100 nA, and is shared by the 5 channels.

D. Digital Blocks

Each GIRO output is fed to a counter, triggered by the rising or
falling edge depending on whether the polarity bit is positive or
negative. Since the counter’s output is updated asynchronously
with the sampling clock, this leads to potential sampling errors.
Multiple bits could flip during a sampling instant for a binary
counter, leading to a significant output error. Instead, the counter
is implemented with a gray counter that guarantees only a 1-bit
flip, limiting the sampling error. The output of each counter is
passed through a gray-to-binary encoder and combined to obtain
the final ADC output.

Given the multi-bit inner quantizer and feedback, a form of
mismatch shaping is needed. While DWA is a popular choice
in high precision ADCs due to its low SQNR degradation,
segmented DEM is used in this work since the number of wires
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Fig. 12. Measured ADC output spectrum.

Fig. 13. Measured ADC SFDR for 5 devices.

Fig. 14. Measured ADC SNDR over its bandwidth.

required for DWA (27 = 128) would have severely complicated
the CDAC layout. On the other hand, segmented-tree DEM only
requires (24 = 16) wires, leading to a more straightforward
layout and routing, and does not generate any tones at the cost
of a higher noise floor. Simulink simulations confirmed that an
SQNR>100 dB could be achieved with up to 1% DAC mismatch
(5× our design target). All digital logic was written in Verilog
and synthesized using a standard digital flow.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The VCO-based ADC was fabricated in a 65 nm TSMC
LP process and occupied an active area of 0.075 mm2. An
annotated die micrograph is shown in Fig. 11. The 1st integrator,
impedance-booster, and CDAC are powered from a 1.2 V supply
while the multi-phase TDC quantizer and the digital blocks
containing the summer and DEM logic operate at 0.8 V.

Fig. 15. Measured ADC input-referred noise spectrum.

Fig. 16. Measured SNDR and power vs. input amplitude.

Fig. 17. Measured intermodulation distortion (IMD).

A. Electrical Characterization

The ADC’s SNDR, SFDR, and DR were characterized with
an ultra-low distortion signal generator (APx555) that generated
a full-scale, 400 mVpp sinusoid. The measured output spectrum
is shown in Fig. 12. The ADC achieved an SNDR of 92.3 dB in 1
kHz BW and a 110.3 dB SFDR, limited by the 3rd harmonic. The
40 dB/decade noise-shaping expected from the 2nd-order NTF
is evident. To assess the mismatch resilience, the SFDR of 5
devices was measured (Fig. 13). The average SFDR is 107.9 dB
and consistently above 104 dB. The SNDR as a function of
frequency from 1 Hz to 1 kHz is shown in Fig. 14. The SNDR
varies by less than 0.7 dB across the entire frequency range.

The ADC input-referred noise was measured with shorted
inputs. The PSD is shown in Fig. 15. The integrated noise from
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Fig. 18. Measured common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) with a 200 mVpp

(orange) and a 400 mVpp (blue) common-mode input.

Fig. 19. Square wave and sinusoid combined.

Fig. 20. Measured input impedance with and without boosting.

1 Hz to 1 kHz is 3.5 µVrms, and the spot noise is 110 nV/�Hz.
The 1/f noise in the spectrum is mainly due to the inverters in
the 1st CCO, which are not chopped. However, this is less than
15% of the integrated noise.

Fig. 16 shows the measured 92.3 dB DR and the power as a
function of the amplitude. The pie charts show that the system
power reduced from 5.8 to 4.25 µW (35%) when the input
amplitude was below 10 mV. As expected, the power of the
GIRO and digital blocks reduce significantly, and the power
consumption is dominated by the input Gm-cell. This results
from the input-dependent quantizer duty-cycling, enabling low
power in the absence of motion artifacts.

The ADC was excited with two tones at 200 mVpp to
evaluate the impact of large motion artifacts on the linearity.
Fig. 17 shows the measured intermodulation distortion (IMD)
was 99.8 dBc with the intermodulation products ∼1 µV, which
is below the 3.5 µVrms integrated noise of the AFE. This
demonstrates that even in the presence of significant motion

Fig. 21. ExG measurements: (a) ECG, (b) EOG, and (c) EMG.

artifacts/interference, the distortion would be below the noise
floor and thus not introduce any unwanted signals.

The common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) was measured
across the bandwidth with a full-scale ADC input (200 mVpp

single-ended) and was above 95 dB over the entire frequency
range. Since a larger common-mode artifact is expected in a
wearable device (up to 400 mVpp), the ADC’s CMRR was
measured with this larger input to be 82 dB. Common-mode
artifacts larger than 400 mVpp cause the ADC’s loop stability
to degrade, leading to a loss in performance. It should be noted
that the results are better than reported in the original paper [25]
due to an improvement in the testing setup. The insensitivity
to large and rapid artifacts was tested by superimposing a 150
µVpp sinusoid signal on a 300 mVpp square wave. As illustrated
in Fig. 19, the ADC quickly recovers from the artifact, allowing
the small sinusoidal to be clearly observed.

To measure the input impedance, Zin, high precision 1 MΩ
resistors were placed in series with the ADC inputs and the
voltage across them amplified by an instrumentation amplifier.
Fig. 20 shows Zin measured across the bandwidth with and
without activating the auxiliary path booster. Zin is boosted by
12× when the auxiliary path is enabled and is >50 MΩ across
the entire bandwidth.
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND COMPARISON TO THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

B. Biological Measurements

This ADC was validated by measuring various ExG signals
with 3M red dot electrodes on a healthy volunteer. Fig. 21(a)
shows the waveform from a three-lead chest ECG recording.
Around 8 seconds into the recording, motion artifacts were
purposely generated to showcase the ability of the system to
correctly digitize the ECG waveform in the presence of large
motion artifacts like one would encounter with a wearable in a
non-stationary environment. The system does not saturate, and
the ECG waveform can be observed and extracted despite the
large motion artifact. The system was also used to measure EOG
[Fig. 21(b)] and EMG [Fig. 21(c)] showing that the system can
measure standard ExG waveforms.

C. Comparison to the State-of-the-Art

Table I compares this work with recently published direct
digitization ADCs operating in the time and the voltage do-
mains. This work achieves excellent linearity due to the im-
proved matching of the proposed GIRO-based quantizer. The
time-domain signal processing also enables significant power
savings in the “nominal” operating state (i.e., in the absence of
artifacts). This work achieves a competitive Schreier figure-of-
merit (FoM) of 174.7 dB while maintaining an input impedance
>50 MΩ over the entire bandwidth of interest.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a direct-digitization VCO-based ADC
for biopotential recording that achieves over 90 dB SNDR and
100 dB SFDR enabling it to digitize small ExG signals in
the presence of large motion artifacts and interference. This is
accomplished by enabling second-order noise-shaping using an

integrating and time-encoding VCO-based 1st stage followed by
a multi-phase, multi-quantizer noise-shaped TDC. The system’s
linearity is further improved using a GIRO that significantly
reduces the mismatch sensitivity. Leveraging the time-based
processing of the ADC, the system’s power is naturally duty-
cycled with the input amplitude leading to 35% power savings
in the absence of artifacts. To achieve the high input impedance
required to interface with small electrodes, an input-impedance
boosting circuit is placed around the input-chopper boosting
the input impedance by 12× and guaranteeing >50 MΩ input
impedance over the entire bandwidth while achieving very high
linearity, low noise, and high power-efficiency.
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